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Abstract

This paper aims at a reduction of periodicity artefacts during a generation of random heterogeneous material
models. The traditional concept of the Periodic Unit Cell is compared with a novel approach of the stochastic
Wang tiling. Since modelled structures consist of hard circular/spherical particles in a matrix, the algorithm for
placement of inclusions is based on the modified molecular dynamics. We introduce two types of Wang tile boundary
conditions to decrease periodicity artefacts. Tested samples for 2D applications form sets of both monodisperse and
polydisperse microstructures. The overall volume fractions of these samples are approximately 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6,
respectively. The generated sets are analysed both visually and statistically via a two-point probability function.
An extension of the stochastic Wang tiling enables to create 3D structures, as well. Therefore, artificial periodicity
is also investigated on a 3D sample consisting of spherical particles of identical radii distributed in a continuous
phase.
c© 2019 University of West Bohemia. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The most of real-world materials can be considered as heterogeneous (composed of different
materials or the same material in different states [29]) at least on the micro or nanoscale level.
Here, the structure can be characterised statistically based on information about the geometry
and the location of individual components. The homogenisation approaches together with the
concepts of the Periodic Unit Cell (PUC) or the Statistically Equivalent Periodic Unit Cell
(SEPUC) [15] or [28], and the Representative Volume Element (RVE) [10, 20, 24] or [1], are
applied to determine the effective properties at higher microstructure levels.

The above methods can be used for both tasks of reconstruction and compression of the
random heterogeneous materials. Unfortunately, we do not avoid the loss of information about
the randomness of the domain, thereby characteristics or properties of the material samples
are distorted. The modelling of the random heterogeneous microstructures can be understood as
a creation of 2D surfaces or 3D spaces of finite dimensions. Similar tasks have been successfully
solved via Wang tiling (WT) [30, 31] in various fields of science. Let us mention just a few of
them to indicate the widespread application of WT principles. The generalized main advantage
for such a tiling is the ability to create infinite random heterogeneous domains via a finite set of
basic building blocks – Wang tiles.

Ares Lagae in his thesis deals with Wang and corner tiling for solving complex signals [16].
Cohen and his colleagues define basic principles of stochastic tiling as an alternative for the
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strictly aperiodic version of the WT [3]. Both of these works belong originally to computer
graphics and are utilised in the following sections of this work. The WT can be found in
medicine and drug industry, as well. The work introduced by Winfree and his co-workers utilise
WT for the design of DNA [32]. History of DNA nanotechnology including tiling applications
can be found in the contribution of Seeman and Sleimann [25]. In general biology, Klein et al.
presented WT with a fast population of membrane lipids [14]. Over the last few years, principles
of the WT concept have been taken over and incorporated into material engineering, where they
extend the SEPUC concept [21, 22] or [7].

Wang tiling in material engineering with emphasis on particle domains makes it possible
to reduce the number of particles and, thus, computational demands, while keeping or incre-
asing the degree of heterogeneity of (re)constructed samples. This statement is valid for both
domains created without portioning to the grid of tiles and those with tiles of strictly periodic
conditions [21]. With the application of statistical descriptors, we are able to produce models
of required properties without primer creation and analysis of in-situ samples. These principles
reduce overall costs, while dealing with both new artificial and real-world material structures.

The present paper aims at modelling of random heterogeneous material samples composed
of discrete hard circular or spherical particles in a matrix. Illustrative examples are composites,
where the basic domain is reinforced with fibres (reinforced concrete, textile belts) and/or where
a rigid structure forms the matrix and pores represent particles (metal foams, plastic), Fig. 1.
The main goal of the presented research is to create and compare similar domains based on the
traditional PUC concept and a new Wang tiling method via the molecular dynamics. The work is
organised as follows: the second section introduces general Wang tiling and specific Stochastic
Wang tiling methods, the third section describes algorithms for a generation of tiling sets.
Differences in samples composed of both the PUC and the Wang tiling processes are presented
and discussed on comparative types of artificial material domains in the fourth section. The last
paragraphs summarise the paper and outline possibilities for further work.

Fig. 1. Wang tiling applications: (left) set for computer graphics [3], (right) microstructure and free slots
symbolising the main contribution issue – generation of Wang tile sets
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2. Stochastic Wang tiling

2.1. Wang tiling

The basis of the term Wang tiling goes back to the sixties of the twentieth century, when
the mathematician Hao Wang introduced a set of tiles as a tool for the study of the decision
problem [30,31]. Every single tile in a set was formed by a square with colours (codes) on each
edge. During the tiling process, tiles were not permitted to rotate or reflect. The question was to
find an effective procedure, which can decide whether copies of squares from the finite set are
able to cover a whole plane (infinite plane) with restriction of adjoining edges – colours. This
generalised game of dominos leads to the finding of periodically repeated areas. Through the
years researches proved that there are sets of tiles that make it possible to cover a plate even
without periodic repetition of a certain group of tiles [2]. The last two smallest sets, to the best
knowledge of the author, are shown in Fig. 2. The first set consists of thirteen individuals with
five different colours on edges [5]. The second set includes eleven tiles over only four codes [11].
Worth noting are the same codes on both vertical and horizontal edges in comparison with the
Stochastic Wang tiling.

Fig. 2. Minimal sets for aperiodic tiling: (left) 13 tiles over 5 codes [5], (right) 11 tiles over 4 codes [11]

2.2. Stochastic tiling

Applications in material engineering do not require models with strictly aperiodic microstructure.
Real heterogeneous material domains suffer from periodic artefacts, as well, representing, e.g.,
clusters of pores or, on the other hand, regularly arranged reinforced fibres. Thus, in this paper,
an aperiodic tiling is replaced by the stochastic CSHD algorithm [3] for the creation of a tiling
lattice.

Tiles from a basic tiling set in two dimensions are placed into the lattice column by column
and row by row. In a general position of the process, the system has to propose at least two
individuals for the next step in order to be called stochastic. These requirements together with the
number of codes on an appropriate edge define a minimal number of tiles in the set. Considering
nx and nz as numbers of different colours on vertical and horizontal edges respectively, the
number of tiles in full or complete set is n2xn

2
z, whereas the minimal set forms 2nxnz tiles, see

Fig. 3. Extension to the 3D system is straightforward, Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. Stochastic Wang tiling for 2-2 codes 2D: (left) full set, (right) minimal set with the algorithm of
tiling

Fig. 4. Stochastic Wang tiling 3D for 2-2-2 codes: minimal set with the algorithm of tiling
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3. Generation of Wang tiles

3.1. Molecular dynamics

The investigated models of artificial material domains consist of impenetrable hard discs in
a matrix. All of the algorithms for the generation of Wang tiles with boundary conditions utilise
molecular dynamics, namely the modified Lubachevsky-Stillinger approach [18,19]. Here hard
particles represent molecules, whose motion and actual position manage initial random positions
and velocity vectors instead of mutual attractive and repulsive forces. The final particle positions
are based on a number of algorithm time steps in comparison with the traditional approach of
optimal energy state.

At the beginning of the algorithm, particle centres are semi-randomly thrown into tiles. The
term semi-randomly can be expressed with two steps. The first one requires knowledge of the
prescribed particle volume fraction and the area ratio of parts into which the tile is divided, see
the detailed description in the following sections. Within the second step, particle centres are
randomly arranged in the appropriate tile parts. Concurrently with the process of placement, the
particle centres are assigned random velocity vectors with maximal value equal to the tenth of
the tile edge size. The whole system is released right after the setting of initial movement control
parameters. During the algorithm particles grow, collide with each other and bounce off the tile
walls in accordance with principles of elastic collisions. In the case, where a material model has
no required properties, the stopping criterion for the motion is represented by the reaching of
the final radii of the particles [27].

There are three types of parameters managing the process: fixed inputs – requirements given
by the nature of Wang tiling, variable inputs – based on the type of modelled microstructure
and variables – user defined. The physical size of tiles, member of the group with fixed inputs,
is set to be eight times greater than the highest final particle radius. Such setting, on one hand,
provides tiles small enough for savings of computer demands, on the other hand, it enables
particle movement with the guaranty of particle non-overlapping. It must be noted that volume
fractions of tested artificial material domains are below maximal dense packing schemes [9]
as well as maximal random jammed states [6]. The tile size also defines a range for particle
velocities; the maximal value enables a particle centre to cross a tile in both horizontal and
vertical direction within ten time steps.

The variable inputs are the particle volume fractions and the required particle radii. These
parameters define, in the simplest case of equivalent tile volume fractions, the number of
particles in each tile. The most time-consuming part during the process lies in the total number
of collisions, which depends just on the number of hard discs, the norm of velocity vectors, and
the total number of time steps. While the first and the second character are user-independent,
the last one is the only member of the user-defined group of parameters. The lower the number
of time-steps, the more the particle motion is restricted. If there is a lower number of time-steps
(< 100), the particles get stuck nearby their initial position. Thus, this configuration forbids
posterior utilisation of optimisation techniques for achieving better compliance with reference
media or prescribed material properties.

3.2. Boundary conditions – Periodic Unit Cell (PUC)

The following sections enrich the general description of the molecular dynamic system with
specific boundary conditions of an appropriate type of tiles. The first one is a traditional concept
of the PUC. Let us consider a plane problem. If any particle crosses any of the vertical or
horizontal tile edges, the copy of the same particle appears on the opposite side. The particle
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movement continues until the particle centre reaches the edge and the rebound or any other
inclusion forces the original particle to change the velocity vector back to the tile. A similar
algorithm works for three-dimensional problems, as well, only the edges are replaced with walls
of the cube. Note that a minimal set of Wang tiles includes tiles with the same codes on opposite
sides, which can be designated as PUCs.

3.3. Boundary conditions – Volume Walls (VW)

The situation with boundary conditions for molecular dynamics gets difficult considering a ma-
terial with hard particles together with the Wang tiling approach. When the particle tends to
leave the mother tile through the edge with a certain code, it has to be copied to every edge de-
signated with the same code on any other tile in order to meet the requirements of the stochastic
tiling. Such permission leads to unwanted increasing of overall volume fractions. Therefore, we
present a concept with Volume Walls, where the volume fraction of the tile set remains the same
during the whole process.

At the beginning of the generation, before particle centres are thrown into tiles, each tile is
divided into central and border parts of a certain volume – Volume Wall [27]. The width of the
VW is equal to the diameter of the largest particle in a model. One half of the VW is inside the
tile, the other is outside and physically belongs to the neighbouring tile in a final domain. The
number of particles within the border and central parts usually follows the ratio of its areas and
prescribed volume fractions. The border parts have the same areas. Therefore, the number of
particles within these parts should be the same, no matter of the code, to avoid unwanted cluster
artefacts in the final microstructure. Even though there are rigid barriers between the tile parts,
central particles can collide with the border ones. The rebound occurs only when the particle
centre reaches the barrier, Fig. 5.

Note the corner parts, where particle centres never get to. This modification prevents copying
of particles to the tile, which has no common boundary part with the master one. If there is
no dead space, a particle leaving tile through the corner finds its copies all over the set. The
aforementioned state is called a corner problem, which might be solved in a general case with

Fig. 5. Wang tiling with volume walls (VW): (left) 2D set, (right) division of one 3D tile into appropriate
parts
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corner tiles [17]. Unfortunately, corner tiling does not fit to our case, where the tile set is
generated via molecular dynamics. The nature of the algorithm only moves the problem to the
middle of the tile edges [26].

3.4. Boundary conditions – Adaptive walls (AW)

The last proposed type of boundary conditions aims at reducing the disadvantages of the first
two approaches. Random heterogeneous material domains generated with the concept of the
PUCs consist of copies of just one tile, which brings a great number of unwanted periodicities.
The Wang tiling method with Volume Walls significantly reduces the periodicity of the domain
due to the stochastic tiling based on a set of different tiles. Notwithstanding this success, still,
parts of tiles corresponding to the number of different codes on edges cause artificial periodicity
artefacts. These artefacts get more significant with a higher volume fraction of the domain. For
detailed comparison, see Section 4.

The main task for the improvement of tile sets generated via molecular dynamics is how
to keep the compatibility of tiles without the repetition of tile parts. One of the solutions that
satisfies this condition is the one that prevents any particle transition across the tile edge. Such
system leads to material domains composed of independent blocks forming a lattice of vertical
and horizontal lines without any particle. Contrary, a method similar to the puzzle system seems
promising.

Let us consider one tile – a master one – where a moving particle tends to abandon the inner
tile space. When the particle crosses a certain edge, all edges designated with the same code
on the other tiles – slave tiles – adapt to the particle surface. This approach is called Adaptive
Walls, Fig. 6. Even though the walls deform, the overall space for particle motions remains
unchanged. Moreover, adapted edges take over dynamic parameters of the leaving particle. In
other words, if any particle from any slave or master tile collides with the adapted part of the
wall, the particle in the master tile changes its velocity vector like there is a direct collision of
two particles. The reader is referred to [26] for a detailed description of the Wang tiles algorithm
with Adaptive Walls. The extension to the 3D space is straightforward. The modification of
edges is transferred to the walls.

Fig. 6. Wang tiling with adaptive walls (AW): (left) 2D set, (right) visualization of AW algorithm in 3D
(master cube+ one slave cube)
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4. Simulations and results

This section aims at the comparison of the Wang tiling process with the concept of the PUC.
We show the contrast in both visual and statistical ways using a lower order descriptor, namely
the two-point probability function [8, 29]. It has to be noted that structures are not optimised
from a statistical point of view; the focus is aimed at a reduction of a significant accompanying
phenomenon – secondary peaks – by applying different boundary conditions.

4.1. Monodisperse 2D sets

Every single example consists of four randomly generated samples: a single sample considered
as the original one with required properties and three tilings assembled by tiles with the PUC,
the VW, and the AW boundary conditions. The mesh of eight by eight tiles represents every tiled
microstructure. The sequence of tiles is similar for each tiling within one comparable example.
All tiles from the basic set in Wang tiling samples have the same number in a final domain. In
general case of different tile volume fractions, the mentioned settings eliminate discrepancies
in the final sample volume fractions. Only one group of samples for each example are shown
for the purposes of visual comparison.

The first artificially modelled microstructures consist of equal sized hard discs of radius
15 pixels in a continuous phase. We tested domains of three different particle volume fractions:
0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. The tile edge size is 100 pixels, in accordance with dynamic algorithm definition
from the previous section. The numbers of particles in samples and/or tiles are summarised in
Table 1. While the number of particles in the PUCs and Wang tiles with the AW proportionally
corresponds to the overall volume fractions, the situation on tiles with the VW differs. If we
consider two adjancent tiles with certain code/colour on edges, in the system with the VW
particles in common border parts completely overlap. Therefore, the real number of particles
per the VW tile equals to the sum of inclusions in the central part and the half of inclusions in all
four border parts. Fig. 7 shows all types of microstructure generations for three modelled states.

Table 1. Specification of artificial monodisperse 2D samples

Volume
fraction app. Method Particles

per tile
Total number

of tiles
Total number
of particles

0.2

sample – – 256
PUC 4 64 256
VW 5 64 256
AW 4 64 256

0.4

sample – – 512
PUC 8 64 512
VW 11 64 512
AW 4 64 512

0.6

sample – – 768
PUC 12 64 768
VW 17 64 768
AW 12 64 768
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Fig. 7. Generated sets with monodisperse particles – artificial sample, the PUC tiling, the Wang tilings:
(upper frame) 4 particles/tile, (middle frame) 8 particles/tile, (lower frame) 12 particles/tile
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The visual evaluation focuses on the artificial periodicity artefacts. The results for each
algorithm are briefly commented and encountered problems are pointed out. We are aware
of the possible distortion due to the low number of realisations for the visual comparison.
Despite this fact, rough insight into the behaviour of the algorithms can be gained and their
benefits and disadvantages will be highlighted. The first column of samples represents an initial
or original domain with approximately a uniform distribution of particles without significant
particle clusters or a regular mesh. It can be seen as a large SEPUC or the RVE.

On the other hand, samples in the second column exhibit clearly visible mesh of repeating
areas given by the nature of the PUC concept. This phenomenon is supported by the same size
of the tile for all samples of any volume fractions. The PUC for the last case includes twelve
particles, whereas for the first one there are only four. Without input changes, representing tile
size and number of particles within, the PUC approach cannot compete with the Wang tiling
in terms of visual results. Contrary, the lower number of particles in motion leads to savings
of computer demands due to the probability of particle collisions. Such assumption prefers the
PUC (4 particles needed for the first example) from the VW (26) and the AW (32).

The concept of the Wang tiles with the VW seems promising, especially for examples with
a lower volume fraction. Generally, if we want to reduce periodically repeating areas, we have
to minimise the number of particles in the border parts of tiles. The best way is to set this number
to zero. Such a limit value is, in fact, possible only for cases with very low volume fractions. If
a similar consideration was applied to the second analysed example of particle fraction 0.4, we
would have a system with a visible lattice of particle-free regions. Instead, we assigned particles
to certain tile parts according to their area ratio. Despite the restriction, dead spaces in the final
tiling arise with an increasing sum of particles as a consequence of the algorithm nature.

The last group of tilings with the AW exhibits the greatest visual match with the artificial
samples. The visible repetition is primarily given by the number of tiles in the basic set since
each tile is completely different. The only exception are the tile corners. If there is a master tile,
where any particle finds its position in the corner, the space in all other corners over the whole
tile set remains free until another particle fills this area. This result of the game of probabilities
is more visible in samples with higher volume fractions. Despite the increasing probability of
filling, free corner spaces (if any) cannot hide between other places without particles. Contrary,
dilution of artefacts is possible for domains with a lower number of inclusion. Thus, these
reconstructions visually better corespond to the random reference medium.

We evaluate the artificial periodicity artefacts also in terms of microstructure statistical
description. Special emphasis is placed on secondary peaks in the two-point probability function
(S2) plots. The results of this descriptor are based on the probability of finding two points,
pixels in our case, within the same phase. The graphic form of generated samples is divided
into pixels, where the number of pixels per tile edge equals the size of the tile. Pixels are
designated with white colour if a distance from their midpoint to the certain particle centre is
lower than the appropriate radius, see Figs. 8, 9, and 10. Therefore, some particles may look
incomplete. The principle when each particle has a general template [22] was not implemented
here due to the particle motion together with the final random position. The range of statistical
description is reduced to 400× 400 points in order to keep results clear and simple. Long range
dependencies give no information that would influence the assessment of observed artefacts.
The two-point statistics for artificial sample and tiling made of the PUCs corresponds to the
binary representation of domains from Fig. 7, shown in the left column, whereas the plotted
results for the Wang tiling represent an average of five realisations. The binary representation
next to it means one of the realisations and fits the microstructure in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8. Analysis of 2D monodisperse samples of volume fraction of approximately 0.2. Systems from
top to bottom: artificial sample, PUC, Wang tiling – VW, Wang tiling – AW: (left) one randomly chosen
realisation, (right) S2 function (average of all realisations)
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Fig. 9. Analysis of 2D monodisperse samples of the volume fraction of approximately 0.4. Systems from
top to bottom: artificial sample, PUC, Wang tiling – VW, Wang tiling – AW: (left) one randomly chosen
realisation, (right) S2 function (average of all realisations)
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Fig. 10. Analysis of 2D monodisperse samples of the volume fraction of approximately 0.6. Systems
from top to bottom: artificial sample, PUC, Wang tiling – VW, Wang tiling – AW: (left) one randomly
chosen realisation, (right) S2 function (average of all realisations)
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The discussion of graphical results considers mainly the first and the group of secondary
extremes. The highest value in every graph represents the volume fraction of a certain sample in
accordance with the description definition. The first extreme is the same for all samples due to
the identical total number of particles. However, the prescribed condition of volume fraction is
met with an error given by the integer number of particles. Secondary extremes fully reflect the
periodicity in the samples. There is no significant secondary peak in the first artificial samples,
the situation is different in tiled domains. If we look at the PUC system, every particle in a cell
repeats in the main coordinate system in a distance of the tile size with the same probability.
Tertiary and other extremes express the geometric relationship between the particles in one cell
with the contribution of tile copies in a diagonal direction.

The secondary peaks in domains based on the VW are caused mainly by two phenomena:
the regular repetition of boundary particles and the usage of the same tiles. The occurrence
probability of both situations is lower than for the PUC system. The first indicated factor does
not affect the results of the samples with the AW. An oscillation around the squared volume
fraction appears in every tested type of boundary condition as a consequence of the descriptor
definition. The comparison in terms of the secondary and tertiary extremes in graphs of statistics
is in favour of the AW system.

4.2. Polydisperse 2D sets

The algorithms for the generation of the PUC and Wang tiles are capable to work with particles
of different radii. Therefore, another group of tested sets represents polydispersible material
structures. The overall volume fraction remains the same as for the previous set, but inclusions
are of two radii. Their relative volume ratio is approximately 60 per cent for the first radius
of 12.5 pixels and 40 per cent for particles of radius 7.5 pixels. The other settings of both
material domains and algorithms remain unchanged. The summary of parameters for generated
microstructures is presented in Table 2. The visualisation of tilings and appropriate microstructu-
res without tile edges are shown in Fig. 11. The sample labels are supplemented with the number
of particles of given radii in each tile.

Table 2. Specification of artificial polydisperse 2D samples

Volume
fraction app. Method

Particles
per tile

Total number
of tiles

Total number
of particles

r = 12.5 r = 7.5 r = 12.5 r = 7.5

0.2

sample – – – 192 192
PUC 3 3 64 192 192
VW 4 4 64 192 192
AW 3 3 64 192 192

0.4

sample – – – 320 576
PUC 5 9 64 320 576
VW 7 13 64 320 576
AW 5 9 64 320 576

0.6

sample – – – 512 768
PUC 8 12 64 512 768
VW 11 17 64 512 768
AW 8 12 64 512 768
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Fig. 11. Generated sets with polydisperse particles – artificial sample, the PUC tiling, the Wang tiling:
(upper frame) 3 + 3 particles/tile, (middle frame) 5 + 9 particles/tile, (lower frame) 8 + 12 particles/tile
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The set of polydisperse microstructures for visual comparison includes an artificial sample
without tiles and tiled domains of the PUC and Wang tiling with both the VW and AW conditions.
The benefits and disadvantages described in the previous sections for monodisperse sets are
generally valid in these cases, as well. Emphasis has to be placed on the prescribed volume
fraction and the volume ratio of particles of different radii. If we still consider the same tile size,
the real volume fraction error gets up to ten per cent for systems with the lowest tile particle
number. The lower prescribed volume fraction, the higher the error probability is. This issue
can be solved by modifying the tile size according to an integral combination of particles with
certain radii. In our study, the tile size is chosen to be the same for the sake of comparison
between the proposed methods.

The length of a tile edge or dimensions of border areas are the decisive parameters for the
size of dead spaces for the system with the VW. The width of the border areas equals the maximal
particle diameter. Thus, if the centre of a small particle reaches the corner, its surface is unable
to cover a sufficient free area of the corner dead space. This forms a visually regular mesh of
islands without inclusions. Such a phenomenon often appears with a higher volume fraction
and a lower ratio of the largest particles to other ones. It can be found in our tested samples,
particularly in domains of volume fraction 0.4 and 0.6, see Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, respectively.

On the contrary, polydisperse materials are more suitable for the method with the AW when
solving the corner problem. Let us consider a particle of maximal radius, which is located in
a corner of the master tile. The deformation occurs in every corner of every tile from the set.
One corner in the master tile is occupied with a particle, while all the others represent a free
space only. These spaces are filled in by the easiest way with particles of lower radii. Such
a particle is “protected” by the master corner inclusion. A collision of the corner master particle
with any other particle from the slave tiles occurs earlier than a collision of these particles with
the protected one. This advantage of the AW boundary conditions is visible in the modelled
states with both monodisperse (Fig. 7) and polydisperse domains (Fig. 11).

Figs. 12–14 complement the visualisation with statistical information. Again, the descriptor
is the two-point probability (S2) function. The statistical description of the first two examples
of each volume fraction set corresponds to the binary representation located next to a certain
graph. The binary form of Wang tiling examples symbolises only one of five realisations, which
are used for the statistics. All of these monochrome figures coincide with samples for visual
comparison in Fig. 11. If we focus on the secondary extremes of the probability function, we
gain a considerable reduction in the Wang tiling case compared to the PUC one. It is caused
in particular by two circumstances. The first one is, naturally, usage of different boundary
conditions. The second one is the ability to create different tilings via just one set of tiles. Even
though the statistical information is averaged for these realisations, each tiling sample itself
reduces secondary peaks. Multiple realisations of material domains based on the PUC concept
are unnecessary to create and to average the statistics. Considering a statistically homogeneous
microstructure, the two-point probability depends only on the relative position of tested pixels.
The differences between realisations would only be with regard to the changes in an internal
particle arrangement. However, the extremes of the final sample would be the same when there
is no change in the tile size.
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Fig. 12. Analysis of 2D Polydisperse samples of the volume fraction of approximately 0.2. Systems from
top to bottom: artificial sample, PUC, Wang tiling – VW, Wang tiling – AW: (left) one randomly chosen
realisation, (right) S2 function (average of all realisations)
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Fig. 13. Analysis of 2D Polydisperse samples of the volume fraction of approximately 0.4. Systems from
top to bottom: artificial sample, PUC, Wang tiling – VW, Wang tiling – AW: (left) one randomly chosen
realisation, (right) S2 function (average of all realisations)
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Fig. 14. Analysis of 2D Polydisperse samples of the volume fraction of approximately 0.6. Systems from
top to bottom: artificial sample, PUC, Wang tiling – VW, Wang tiling – AW: (left) one randomly chosen
realisation, (right) S2 function (average of all realisations)
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4.3. Monodisperse 3D sets
An analysis of real random heterogeneous microstructures in 3D spaces used to be based on
averaging methods and a set of 2D sections. Nevertheless, complete statistical information or the
making of the realistic spatial samples require 3D models. Wang tiling extended into the third
dimension allows the creation of such samples. The plane material domains from the previous
section are augmented by realisations of the 3D structure. The samples represent monodisperse
impenetrable hard spheres in a continuous phase.

Generated structures are composed of the PUCs and Wang cubes with both the VW and the
AW conditions. The comparison of approaches is in terms of unwanted artefacts of artificial
periodicity. The form of individual cubes and the particle arrangement are based on principles
of modified molecular dynamics as stated in Section 3.1. Thus, the final position of inclusions
is randomised, i.e., it depends on initial random velocity vectors. The tested tiling sequence has
a shape of cube and consists of 125 individual 3D tiles. Each cube has a size of 40 pixels and
contains 12 particles with a radius of 5 pixels. Such a description is valid for PUCs and Wang
tiles with the AW boundary condition. Tiles with the VW follow similar rules as for the 2D
applications. Duplicated particles in border areas are reduced in the final tiling. However, at the
beginning the particles are distributed as follows: one sphere is assigned to every border part
and others to the central part. Contrary to the 2D samples, the ratio of the number of particles
in border regions to the sum of particles in central parts is lower than the ratio of these tile part
volumes. This scheme has been chosen deliberately to demonstrate the benefits of tiling with
the VW and to reduce periodicity.

The results of the two-point probability descriptor for 3D applications are hardly visually
interpretable. Therefore, a histogram reflecting the number of particles in the spherical shell at
a distance r from the certain particle centre is chosen to describe basic statistics, Fig. 15. Similar
principles are to be found in radial distribution function descriptor [29]. Concurrently, the last
tested spherical shell is in distance equal to the tile dimension, which is sufficient from the point
of view of tiling periodicity. The first occupied column denotes sphere particles in distance
greater than two particle radii. This is consistent with the geometry since the closest position
of two particle centres equals to the sum of their radii. A lower volume fraction together with
the randomness of particle location lead to the first column shift for the PUC system. The basic
set of Wang tiles includes sixteen individuals, thus the probability of particle placement in the
nearest neighbourhood is much higher in comparison to the PUC method.

The observed periodicity phenomenon can be retrieved from the data in the last column as
well as from the graph trends. Moreover, the situation, when any column is much higher than
its nearest neighbours, indicate the observed phenomenon, as well. The mentioned events can
be seen from the statistic of the PUC structure. The last column corresponds to the cube size
and includes sphere copies in the main orthogonal directions. The higher values in zone 13, 17,
24, or 29 contain distances of particles in two closest cubes, but they are significantly affected
with copies of particles inside one periodic cell.

The frequency of particles with a relative distance equal to the cube size is significantly
lower for Wang tiling with VW in comparison with the PUC concept. The difference is based
on the number of particles in the border volume space. In general, a structure of tiling plays also
a marginal role. Despite the stochastic tiling process, the final sequence may include neighbours
of the same cubes. In our case, such a sequence occurs in less than six per cent of the neighbours.
The histogram for Wang tiling with the AW is in agreement with the goal to reduce periodicity
artefacts. Here, the frequency in the last column is the lowest from the generated structures.
Moreover, the growth rate is fluent indicating uniform distribution without extremes.
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Fig. 15. Analysis of 3D Monodisperse samples of volume fraction approximately 0.08: (left) realisations
with the system of PUC, Wang cubes with VW, Wang Cubes with AW, (right) appropriate histograms of
particle distances

5. Conclusions

This paper dealt with the modelling of random heterogeneous materials composed of hard sphe-
res/circles in a continuous phase. The reconstructed domains were created via both the traditional
periodic cell concept and the novel Wang tiling algorithm. Both approaches used principles of
molecular dynamics in order to determine the final random particle positions. Special emphasis
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was placed on boundary conditions. Domains with periodic boundary conditions were compared
to models based on Wang tiling with i) Volume Walls (VW) and ii) Adaptive Walls (AW).

Generated sets for 2D application included both mono and polydisperse samples, while the
3D models contained particles of the same radii. Analysed examples had three different particle
fractions: 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. The comparison of methods was based on the reduction of unwanted
artificial periodicity artefacts. The results of the visual analysis for the 2D applications pointed
to a significant reduction of the observed property with the usage of the AW. This fact was
confirmed statistically via the two-point probability descriptor. Similar results were obtained for
the 3D microstructures.

Despite a small number of tested samples, Wang tiling with adaptive walls seems to be
promising for random heterogeneous material models. It has to be noted that the generated
structures have random final particle positions. The task of real microstructure reconstruction
requires the Wang tiling to be enriched with optimisation methods. Some contributions can be
found, where principles of Simulated Annealing [4,13] were used for the optimisation of Wang
tiles [21, 22]. However, models with circular particles and molecular dynamics are suitable for
utilisation of the Particle Swarm Optimization method [12, 23]. These issues together with the
implementation of other spherical particles are the main tasks of further work.
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